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THE CONCEPT:  Jake and Gus, two good-natured, blue-collar Texans, are 
hit by a dairy truck and end up in hell.  They’ve never done anything wrong, 
but they’ve never done anything particularly right either, so they’re placed in 
the Hell of Endless Small Irritations.  Then they accidentally find an exit 
back to the Real World.  Thus begins their belated stab at heroism, helping 
the living to take life seriously, and running an Underground Railroad to 
sneak folks back up from down below for a second chance.   
 
In short – Northern Exposure goes to hell. 
 
OUR CURRENT TELEVISION LANDSCAPE:  the long-running hit 
shows – FRIENDS, BUFFY, THE SOPRANOS, SEX AND THE CITY, 
SIX FEET UNDER— are all about real or surrogate families struggling 
through good times and bad, finding (despite varying degrees of friction) 
insight and comfort through one another. 
 
And, in the ever-popular WEST WING, it also speaks to our desire for a 
kinder universe in which those with power over us care. 
 
HELL’S KITCHEN uses the venue of fantasy within the modern day 
to create such a family, striving to find their own redemption while helping 
others find theirs.  And, despite an edgy, humorous tone, creates a world in 
which compassion is king. 
 
JAKE and GUS – our escapees from hell -- open a restaurant in New 
York’s Hell’s Kitchen neighborhood, using it as their front to spirit other 
damned souls out (and some New York lowlifes in), aided by their fellow 
fugitives, the sweet waitress Robin and elderly artist Mike, plus the Artful 
Dodger-like, Big Apple by way of London teenager Devlin (a young man 
with more than a hint of mystery). 
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New York you all know about, but as for…  
 

HELL 
 
in HELL'S KITCHEN, it’s a grim cityscape of eternal night.  No flames, 
just a dreary, chilly place where the exterminator never gets rid of the bugs, 
you only find the opener after you've misplaced your beer, and you can't stop 
checking your watch even though you know it hasn't worked since you got 
there. 
 
And anyone you meet who isn't too depressed to look at you has nothing but 
attitude. 
 
This isn't a place with clear-cut rules like the biblical hell.  It's large and 
unwieldy, full of bureaucrats and red tape and confusion and mistakes.   
 
And the hell you land in is sculpted to be incredibly maddening just for you.  
In other words, what might be heaven to someone else is pure hell for you. 
 
No changes, no improvements.  Simply endless repetition. 
 
ADDITIONAL MYTHOLOGY INCLUDES: 
 
• Though in the mirror, our fugitives from below see themselves as 

unchanged, former loved ones or even acquaintances Topside no longer 
recognize them. 

 
• In New York, there is a parallel door (which we'll find in as unlikely a 

location as the one to Hell's Kitchen) to the Other Place. 
 
• Jake's assumption that Fate (or something other than pure chance) is 

involved in all this is correct. Someone knows exactly what is going on -- 
and had a crucial hand in it. 

 
• As established in our pilot, the key to Hell's Kitchen does not unlock a 

door, but rather reveals it.  There is no finding one's way out of hell 
without the key. 
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• Ultimately we will discover that Hell's lower levels are not at all like 
what we are at first lead to believe.  And that this is only a traditional 
Biblical hell to those with that belief system – there are plenty of others 
“down there” who interpret it according to their own societal or personal 
beliefs.  But any way you cut it, it’s still a major drag. 

 
• Also we'll discover (in the course of time) that Jake and Gus are not alone 

in their mission, that a few others considered worthy of being "guides" or 
"sponsors" are following the same path -- and that there is a highly secret 
AA type support group for former-Resident second-chancers. 

 
OUR CHARACTERS 

 
JAKE BARLOW (20s):  Upon first meeting, a Resident of hell.  A 
restless, amiable and good-hearted young drifter, Jake was still sewing his 
wild oats in anticipation of finding himself someday soon, when he and best 
friend Gus where struck and killed by a dairy truck.   
 
Born in poverty to indifferent parents, Jake had wild dreams of who and 
what he'd become, showing you-know-who.  He's a smart man who's 
convinced he's dumb -- and tends to defend his intellect when no one is 
questioning it.   
 
Jake's need for a higher purpose, we'll learn, was never an idle fantasy -- but 
a hidden passion.  Had he not died young, this may have been gradually 
worn away by the world's relentless assaults.  However, at 25, he is not 
prepared to believe he -- or anyone -- was born for nothing! 
 
Of our characters, Jake is the one who most leads with his heart (and his 
chin).  He’ll leap into the fray long before he’s ready or has a plan, and his 
friends will have to scramble to get him – and themselves – out of the fix 
he’s caused.  But in the end, they’ll be glad Jake jumped, because his instinct 
to help the little guy, to not wait until he can be sure of success, guarantees 
that our guys will be on the side of the angels in the actions they take. 
 
GUS BORGLUM (30s):  Real name Hoffsteader (Borglum’s an alias 
when they come back up).  Upon first meeting, also a Resident.  Like Jake, 
from Texas.  Grew up early supporting his family while his dad served out a 
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long sentence in Joliet.  Calmer and more thoughtful than Jake, he's a perfect 
counterpoint to his often rash but passionately idealistic young friend.  
Long-suffering, Oliver Hardy to Jake’s Laurel.  He’s the wall that Jake is 
usually bouncing off of. 
   
Jake and Gus are well-matched, as Gus can often be too careful, too hidden 
with his feelings.  The two of them balance each other out, take off the rough 
edges. 
 
Long ago, Gus was married, doesn’t like to talk about it.  He also boxed 
professionally for a time in his youth, has held more odd jobs than he can 
remember.  Knocked about all over, has hidden depths.  Knows a little about 
a lot, and a lot about working with his hands.  A guy to rely on.  Loyal, 
quiet, observant.  Solid. 
 
In our adventures, Gus will be the one to hang back as things unfold, then 
step in just when he’s needed, come up with the one vital piece that provides 
the answer or saves the day.  But he won’t take the credit, he’ll just blend 
back into the shadows, let Jake hog the glory.     
 
ROBIN DANTE (20s):  Pre-dead name, Gassman.  Another first-
meeting Resident.  A cute-as-a-button waitress, Robin comes from a poor, 
dysfunctional New Jersey family and, though quite bright, is badly under-
educated.  She is compulsively eager-to-please and kind (often to her own 
detriment), and is in a constant struggle to learn assertiveness.  
 
In her previous life, Robin put her husband Dick through business school, 
then found herself dumped for Lacey, a woman born in the social sphere to 
which Dick aspired.  It was during the custody battle over their daughter 
Ashley that Robin (seeing she was losing and feeling that it was due to her 
own failings) overdosed on sleeping pills -- by accident, desperate to get 
some rest and be clear-headed for the final hearing.  She's haunted by the 
fear, however, that she was so angry and guilt-stricken at her own ineptitude 
and impotence, her “accident” may have been subconsciously deliberate.   
 
Her objective on earth (besides getting closer to her daughter) is to become 
assertive, and finally make something of herself.  Initially, that will mean 
learning to dress better, earn more, and gain social status.  But her new life 
will guide her into far more profound objectives. 
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Robin works as a waitress in Hell’s Kitchen, the New York restaurant run by 
Gus and Jake that they use as a front to spirit folks out of hell.  She also 
performs songs at the place some nights, when prevailed upon.  Like Jake, 
she has a huge sympathy for the underdog and longs to help them.  She’ll be 
a key player in driving our stories, sometimes finding those to help, or 
otherwise taking a major role in their salvation.   
 
Robin is more wonderful than she knows – but Jake sure sees it.  In fact, he 
doesn’t see himself  as worthy of her -- and absolutely doesn’t want to take 
advantage of his “savior” position (in which she might mistake her feelings 
of gratitude for something more).  Still, over the course of our show, we’ll 
develop a romance between the two… albeit a very bumpy one. 
 
MIKE ANGELO (60s):  Again, initially a Resident, a long-timer.  An 
artist and Italian national transplanted to New York -- or so it at first seems.   
 
Actually (we discover), he's THE Michelangelo.  When we first meet him, 
he's sad, broken-seeming.  As time progresses (and his Hell-thwarted ability 
to finish anything shifts), we'll see his old cockiness return... and swell into 
hardly containable proportions. 
 
Mike’s artistic, forgery and computer skills prove invaluable to our heroes – 
whenever they need the right paperwork or other vital item “fixed” to be 
persuasive, Mike is the man with the plan.  Even his growing “I-can-do-
anything” arrogance will occasionally have a surprising up side. 
 
DEVLIN (16):  A mixed race street kid with a lower-class English 
accent, manages a wardrobe that is shabby-chic.  Met by our other heroes 
here on earth, he talks of his now-wealthy, upper East Side dad who threw 
him out due to personality conflicts.   
 
In our pilot, Devlin meets our heroes as they’re opening Hell’s Kitchen for 
business.  He convinces them to hire him as busboy and jack-of-all-trades.  
Initially, Jake and Gus try to hide their true identities and mission from 
Devlin, but he soon learns the truth and signs on as a full-fledged part of the 
team.  In this, he is unique – the only person Topside with knowledge of the 
Underground Railroad. 
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Devlin comes across as a hustler desperate to be a hero... but as time goes 
on, he reveals some rather surprising talents.  His unerring sense of direction 
doesn't exactly raise eyebrows, nor his uncanny knowledge of history and 
movies (heck, maybe he's a buff).  But his premonitions, his ability to open 
doors without keys -- and a few other unlikely talents -- start our heroes 
wondering.  And as we soon discover, it’s no accident that Devlin has found 
our guys.   
 

RECURRING 
 

ASHLEY GASSMAN (8):  Robin's daughter.  A sweet, bright girl trying to 
deal with her mom's suicide -- until Robin's return, pretty much on her own.  
Painfully shy, closed down and sad when we first meet her, she has many 
hidden enthusiasms which Robin – functioning as her Big Sister, her true 
identity a secret -- allows to blossom. 
 
LACEY GASSMAN (30s):  Ashley’s step mom.  A vibrating tuning fork of 
a woman who, well-intentioned and less damaged than her new husband, is 
open to Robin's good influence, and ends up often being Robin's ally against 
Dick, especially in matters concerning her step-daughter. 
 
DICK GASSMAN (30s):  Robin's ex and Lacey's new husband.  A self-
involved control freak, he's often on the wrong side of most issues.  His one 
winning trait is his desperation to be loved... and his knowledge that he isn't. 
 

ALSO RECURRING, THOUGH ON A LESS REGULAR BASIS 
 
ARCHER (70s), Robin's African-American co-tenant & legal wiz. 
 
JOE SMEGG (40s), the lawyer/slumlord whom Jake manages to trick into 
hell.  
 
SAM BARLOW (18), Jake's younger brother, naively determined to follow 
in Jake's wild footsteps. 
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SPRINGBOARDS 

 
 

"Package Tour" - An embittered corporate executive comes to Hell's Kitchen 
for coffee, reeking of gin at 7:00 a.m.  Once successful, his son dying in the 
Gulf War (of our own chemicals) and a long career which started with lofty 
goals and ended with his becoming a self-justifying shark have drained him 
of idealism.  Now he's just waiting for the black, empty peace of death. 
 
For Jake, much of the man's fatalism has a personally familiar ring.  He 
decides the guy has a right to know that oblivion isn't in the cards, it'll just 
be more of the same -- unless he takes a chance and goes for broke making 
changes now, what's to lose? 
 
After a "tour" down below, Jake and Gus set about rebuilding the guy's life, 
but -- never having exactly traveled in monied social circles -- there are 
more than a few blunders made. 
 
In the end, though, they help the guy understand the difference between stuff 
it's too late to do anything about (his son's death) and stuff he can change 
(his career), and how much power he has over his own life that he'd never let 
in.  
 
"HE’S HEAVY" -- involves Jake and his younger brother (who, as noted, 
doesn't recognize him).  Jake's brother, SAM, is both an appealing charmer 
and a maddeningly irresponsible young man, living only in the moment, 
much as Jake had done -- burning bridges left, right and center without even 
realizing he's done so. 
 
Jake wants to turn Sam's head around, but Sam keep answering him back 
with great stories about his beloved late brother, Jake, who really had a 
handle on things.  ("If only it weren't for that damn dairy truck -- !")   
 
"OUTCAST" -- Devlin runs into a street kid, cast out of his community 
because he's gay.  We learn his father wants him back, but his religion 
defines right from wrong, and the man fears without the structure, there'd be 
chaos and no reason for anyone to behave like anything but a wild beast. 
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History-buff Devlin, however, knows that ethical behavior far predates 
religions in which choices of right and wrong were linked to gods -- and 
conveys this information in a less than endearing way. 
 
Jake and Gus aid Devlin with his somewhat abrasive communication skills, 
and help the boy's father gain the courage to question some specific tenants 
of his religion... by helping him gain greater faith in the human heart. 
 
"No Service" -- Jake returns with Gus to his low-rent birthplace to visit his 
mom's grave -- and to finally tell off the minister-bigot who'd sold her a bill 
of goods.  She'd drained her bank account supporting his "worthy causes" 
and so passionately believed in the minister over her own loudly protesting 
son that she ended up dying in poverty in a county hospital. 
 
Jake is approaching the church when he hears a thundering crash -- and sees 
the minister squashed under the vast new Jesus statue just erected to glorify 
his church. 
 
Gus thinks, great, justice done!  But for Jake, it's not enough.  The man is 
given an elaborate funeral by his still-worshipful followers, while Jake's 
mom lies alone and largely forgotten beneath a wooden cross.  Jake 
determines to take a risky visit to hell's lower levels, needing to actually see 
the man in torment, experience "justice" first hand -- doesn't feel he can let 
go of his rage without it. 
 
To Jake's dismay, however, he discovers that the flames, the horrors are all a 
P.R. fake ("Oh, no," says a demon, "we don't really burn people, that would 
be sick!")  The guy is living much as he and Gus had, despite being directly 
responsible for acts of overt evil.  Jake is outraged, wants to make the man 
really suffer, doesn't want to leave until he finds a way to send him 
someplace worse. 
 
What Jake ultimately learns (through an unlikely source) is that the price 
being paid by the minister is far higher than it seems.  Alone, with no 
followers (or even anyone who cares enough to debate him), the minister has 
found himself in hell -- while most of those he damned are not.  The minister 
raged uselessly in the Complaint Department, then to anyone in earshot, how 
could Ultimate Judgment be so wrong?!  He was met with silence.  Finally, 
he's ended up sitting in his dank, chilly room, twitching and writing enraged 
tracts that he knows in advance no one will ever read.   
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Jake comes to see that there is no "worse place", the minister is already 
living in the worst place possible:  his own, savage head. 
 
OTHER NOTIONS 
 
• A Resident wants help getting out, Jake feels he's undeserving, Gus 

disagrees.  With Smegg's assistance, the matter ends up being decided in 
a mock trial. 

 
• Our guys go in search of someone down below in order to help a still-

living person here on earth who desperately needs to make peace with the 
deceased in order to move on. 

 
• A petty bureaucrat from hell comes after our guys to blow the whistle (or 

get them back below before his foul-up regarding their escape is 
discovered).  However, Jake and Gus find he needs to fix something up 
here -- and they "lure" him to abandon his duty and open him up to hope, 
convincing him to remain on earth. 

 
• Robin finds a child in hell.  There are none.  What's up? 
 
• Our guys help someone escape -- who blossoms into a wild man that they 

have to get back into hell. 
 
• Mike Angelo wants to save an old friend, but knows the guy could never 

make it Topside unless he came to understand what landed him down 
there in the first place. Unfortunately, the man's "sins" were not large 
(blame, envy, self-pity), and -- if his rock-headed friend refuses to accept 
the harm such behaviors did -- there's no hope for anything better. 

 
• Someone sneaks into hell because they believe they deserve it. 
 
• The sin of loving, but being too much of a coward to show it. 
 
• The sin of passivity in the presence of pain or wrong. 
 
 


